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Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition 12  

Course Description 

Advanced Placement Literature and Composition incorporates topics and literary texts which reflect the 
potential content of first year college/university English courses.  Students thus prepare for subsequent 
courses in English as well as for the possible granting of advanced credit through the Advanced 
Placement examination written in May.  The course places a heavy emphasis on plays, novels and 

poetry, but also incorporates the study of non-fiction prose and shorter fiction prose works.  It builds on 
Literature 12, the recommended prerequisite course. 

Course Objectives 

� To practice reading critically, asking pertinent questions about what has been read, and 
evaluating underlying assumptions and relevant ideas; 

� To study a range of literary texts that are rich in quality and representative of different literary 
forms and historical periods; 

� To deal with the "whats" and "hows" of literary texts; 
� To respond to stylistic features in writing and their relationship to theme; 
� To understand assumptions underlying various schools of literary analysis and criticism; 
� To practice the timed essay - - organising quickly and clearly and developing points fully; 

� To practice writing in a clear, readable, attractive essay style; 
� To practice adapting writing style and tone to audience and purpose through precise syntax, 
phrasing and diction. 

 

READ TO... Using WRITE TO...

EXPERIENCE Personal Response UNDERSTAND
INTERPRET Analysis EXPLAIN

EVALUATE Quality Assessment EVALUATE

Major Texts

• Bedford Anthology of World Literature – Vol. 6 – The Twentieth Century

• The Lexington Anthology of Literature (for selections only

� Shakespeare 

• Othello 

• Hamlet (review, see Lexington) 

� Novels: 

• Atwood, Margaret:  Oryx and Crake 

• Austen, Jane: Pride and Prejudice 

• Camus, Albert: The Outsider 

• Walker, Alice:  The Color Purple 

 

� Plays 

• Wilde, Oscar The Importance of Being Earnest 

• Sophocles     Antigone (see Lexington) 

� Poetry 

• Selected Poems: From the anthologies & 
handouts 

� Non Fiction 

• Selected Essays: From the anthologies & 
handouts
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Term 1 (Sept. 5 – Nov. 10)—Note term dates are different from school calendar 

Reading Writing 

� Short Fiction: applying the principles of receptive 

literary theory to selections 

� The Novel: including an independent study 

� Poetry Workshop: selections from the anthology, 
previous AP exams, and various sources.  A 

study of the features of poetic text and the 
dynamics of form and content. 

� Focus on the Timed Essay: practice with 

Provincial and AP style topics and scoring guides; 
how to maximize your score. 

� Intro to AP style Multiple Choice 

� Intro to the exams and strategies 

� Submission to at least one writing contest 
required. 

� A longer “take home” assignment on your 
independent novel 

Term 2 (Nov. 14 – Feb. 2) 

Reading Writing 

� Focus on drama – comedy vs. tragedy 

� Development of the play as a literary genre 

� The roots of classical drama, as seen in 

Antigone 

� Shakespeare's Othello 

� Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest 

� Independent study of a contemporary play 

� Comprehensive exam practice for the Provincial 
and AP exams  

� Mock English 12 Provincial Exam (Jan/Feb) – 

10% of the term 

� The UBC Essay Contest (required) 

� Submission to at least one other writing contest 
required 

� A longer “take home” assignment on your 
independent play 

Term 3 (Feb. 5 – Apr. 5*)—Final English 12 marks submitted to Ministry Apr. 11 
*AP English 12 marks will accrue until June 13 (regular end of Term 3) 

Reading Writing 

� ‘Loose strings’ 

� Ongoing review 

� Exam strategies – especially for multiple-choice 
and sight reading 

� Submission to at least one other writing contest 

required 

� Ongoing exam prep 

� Exam strategies – especially timed writing 

Provincial Exam (Required – Friday Apr. 20 – 8.45am - Noon) 

AP Literature Exam (Recommended* –Thursday May 10 – 7.50am – 11.30ish) 

AP Language Exam (Optional –Wed. May 16 -- 7.50am – 11.30ish) 

* Note:  While I fully expect everyone to sit the AP Lit exam, the fact that you must 

pay for it prohibits us from requiring that you do so.  AP Exams cost $120 each.  
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Post-Exams 

Here we will focus on three main themes: “English for fun”, “University prep”, and “Real life”.  We will 

also design our AP Lit 06-07 souvenir T-shirt (cost approx. $12-15). 

Evaluation/Grading/Reporting 

“Typical” term evaluation base (subject to change) 
 

Timed Essays  -  Best 2 of term  20% 

Independent study, including contest submissions  20% 

Seminars (Group / Oral work)  20% 

Tests  30% 

Daily assignments, reading quizzes, “small stuff”  10% 

                                                                                              Total 100% 

 
The mock Provincial Exam held during Goal Days for all grade 12’s will be worth 10% of Term 2. 

 
All essays are marked using scoring rubrics. 
 
English 12 AP students are given the opportunity to write the Provincial Exam in April.  Your FINAL 

GRADE for English 12 must be submitted prior to the Exam (i.e. by mid-April).  This grade reflects all 
the work done by that time and will count for 60% of your English 12 grade. 
 
Students in English 12 AP will be given two English marks on the school report card: one for English 12 

and one for AP English 12.  The English 12 mark is based on the AP mark, but is adjusted (generally by 
+3%) to compensate for difference between AP and English 12. 
 
The culmination of all our hard work is the AP exam in early May; however, the course is about much 

more than the exam.  Not everything we do during the year will relate directly to the exam.  This is a 
course about literature (and life) not test-writing.  I encourage you to focus on building your skills not 
your marks; if you improve your skills, the marks logically follow. 
 

Expectations: 

Listen carefully and take notes in this space.  (See also 'Class Expectations' handout.) 


